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Abstract
We present an exact procedure that allows one to calculate the
scattering length for any potential expressed as an algebraic sum of
inverse powers of the inter-atomic distance. We apply it to (12, s)
Lennard-Jones potentials, with different values of s . The procedure
is suitable for a very precise determination of the intensities of the
potential corresponding to zeros or poles of the scattering length.
1 Introduction
In the study of ultracold dilute gases, the effect of atom-atom collisions is,
in most cases, described by means of a regularized zero-range pseudopoten-
tial whose coupling constant is related to the scattering length ascatt of the
two-atom system [1]. Due to this crucial role, several authors have been
concerned to calculate the scattering length for interatomic potentials. Nu-
merical methods are unavoidable in the case of general realistic interactions.
There are, however, particular forms of potentials whose scattering length is
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susceptible of being computed algebraically. Examples are the hard-core po-
tential with a r−n tail [2, 3, 4, 5], and the potentials discussed by Pade [6, 7].
These, besides of being analytical at any distance, are able to reproduce the
general trend of experimental data.
Motivated by the mentioned papers of Pade, we present here an exact
method of computing the scattering length applicable to any sum of inverse
power potentials. In particular, to illustrate the method, we consider here a
(12, s) Lennard-Jones type potential
VLJ(r) =
h¯2λ
2mr20
((r0
r
)12
−
(r0
r
)s)
, λ > 0, s > 3, (1)
where m is the reduced mass of the two interacting atoms, r0 represents
the classical turning point, and λ is a dimensionless parameter giving the
intensity of the interaction. For the exponent s of the long range part of the
potential we have considered three different values: s = 6, as in the familiar
van der Waals potential, s = 4, as in the case of atom-ion collisions [8], and
s = 7, as in the retarded atom-atom potential [9]. This last case is exactly
solvable, as shown by Pade [6, Eq. (5) with n = 7]. Nevertheless, as a test,
we apply our method to solve it. Our procedure, quite unconventional, has
been successfully applied to the solution of the Schro¨dinger equation with
a polynomial potential [10, 11]. (In fact, the transformation r =⇒ 1/r
converts the problems at hand into different anharmonic oscillators.)
2 Solutions of the Schro¨dinger equation
The reduced radial Schro¨dinger equation with the potential (1), in the case
of energy and angular momentum equal to zero, reads
− d
2R(r)
dr2
+
λ
r20
((r0
r
)12
−
(r0
r
)s)
R(r) = 0. (2)
This differential equation presents two singular points: a regular one at infin-
ity, of indices −1 and 0, and an irregular one at the origin. Two independent
solutions can be immediately written as power series of r−1,
Rj(r) =
(
r
r0
)νj ∞∑
n=0
an,j
(
r
r0
)
−n
, j = 1, 2, (3)
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with
ν1 = 1, ν2 = 0,
and coefficients an,j given by the recurrence relation
a0,j = 1, a1,1 = 0, an,j =
λ (an−10,j − an−s+2,j)
(n− νj)(n+ 1− νj) . (4)
Those series expansions are convergent for any value of r, except for r = 0.
The general solution of Eq. (2) is but a linear combination of the two basic
solutions Rj. Let us suppose that the (unnormalized) physical solution is
given by
Rphys(r) = AR1(r) +BR2(r), (5)
where A and B are constants, to be determined, such that Rphys becomes
regular at the origin. Then, for large r,
Rphys(r) ∼ Ar/r0 +B + o(r0), (6)
and, consequently, the scattering length would be given by
ascatt = (−B/A) r0 . (7)
The determination of A and B requires the knowledge of the behaviour of
R1 and R2 at the origin. This is what is known as the connection problem
for the two singular points of the differential equation (2). In what follows,
we present our solution of that problem.
Let us simplify the notation by using, instead of r, the dimensionless
variable
z = r/r0. (8)
In terms of the new variable, the Schro¨dinger equation becomes
− z2 d
2w(z)
dz2
+
(
λ z−10 − λ z−s+2)w(z) = 0 , (9)
with
w(z) = R(r). (10)
The basic solutions given in Eq. (3) are, in terms of z,
wj(z) = z
νj
∞∑
n=0
an,j z
−n, j = 1, 2 (11)
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In order to represent the behaviour of these functions at the origin, it
is convenient to consider the two (formal) Thome´ solutions at that singular
point,
w... ∼ exp(β...z−5/5) zµ
∞∑
n=0
bn,... z
n, (12)
the label ... being to be replaced by reg or irr, according to the behaviour,
regular or irregular, of these formal solutions at the origin, which is deter-
mined by the sign of β.... Substitution of these formal expressions in Eq. (9)
gives the condition β2... = λ, and consequently
βreg = −
√
λ, βirr =
√
λ, (13)
the exponent
µ =
{
3, for s = 4, 6,
3 + β.../2, for s = 7,
(14)
and the recurrence relation for the coefficients bn,...
bn,... =
λ bn+s−7,... + (n− 2)(n− 3) bn−5,...
2nβ...
(15)
in the cases of s = 4 or 6, or
bn,... =
(n− 2 + β.../2)(n− 3 + β.../2) bn−5,...
2nβ...
(16)
if s = 7. (Notice that in this case the recurrence relation reduces to a linear
difference equation of first order and, therefore, it is exactly solvable.) Then,
the behaviour of the basic solutions at the origin can be expressed in the
form
wj(z) ∼ Tj,regwreg(z) + Tj,irrwirr(z), for z → 0. (17)
The coefficients Tj,reg and Tj,irr are called connection factors. Their determi-
nation solves the connection problem. It allows also one to obtain immedi-
ately the scattering length, as we are going to show. Substitution of the last
expressions of wj in
wphys(z) = Aw1(z) +B w2(z) (18)
gives, for z → 0,
wphys(z) ∼ (AT1,reg +B T2,reg) wreg(z)
+ (AT1,irr +B T2,irr) wirr(z), (19)
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Since the physical solution has to be regular at the origin, it must be
AT1,irr +B T2,irr = 0, (20)
giving for the scattering length
ascatt = (T1,irr/T2,irr) r0 . (21)
For the computation of the connection factors, we have found convenient
to express them as quotients of (constant) Wronskians of the concerned so-
lutions. Taking the Wronskian of both sides of Eq. (17) with wreg(z) and
isolating Tj,irr one obtains
Tj,irr =W [wj, wreg] /W [wirr, wreg] , (22)
that, substituted in Eq. (21), gives the scattering length as a quotient of
Wronskians,
ascatt = (W [w1, wreg] /W [w2, wreg]) r0 , (23)
A direct computation of the values of these Wronskians written in the form
W [wj, wreg] = wj(z) dwreg(z)
dz
− wreg(z) dwj(z)
dz
is to be discarded due to the fact that the expansion in the definition, Eq.
(12), of wreg is an asymptotic one and, in general, does not converge. Our
indirect way of evaluating that kind of Wronskians was explained in Refs.
[10] and [11], where potentials sum of positive powers of the distance were
considered. For convenience of the reader, we apply, in the next Section, the
method to the present case.
3 Computation of the Wronskians
Let us introduce the auxiliary functions
vj ≡ exp(−βreg z−5/10)wj
= exp(−βreg z−5/10)
∞∑
n=0
an,j z
−n+νj , (24)
vreg ≡ exp(−βreg z−5/10)wreg
= exp(βreg z
−5/10)
∞∑
n=0
bn,reg z
n+µ. (25)
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Obviously,
W [vj , vreg] = exp(−βreg z−5/5)W [wj, wreg] (26)
The left hand side of this equation can be written formally, by direct com-
putation, as a doubly infinite sum of powers of z,
W [vj , vreg] ∼
∞∑
p=−∞
γp,j z
p+νj+µ, (27)
with the notation
γp,j =
∞∑
m=0
bm,reg
(
− βreg a−p+m−6,j
+ (−p+ 2m− 1 + µ− νj) a−p+m−1,j
)
. (28)
The value of the W[wν , wreg] can be immediately obtained if we are able to
write an expansion of exp(−βreg z−5/5), in the right hand side of (26), with
the same powers of z as the expansion (27) of the left hand side. With this
purpose, we construct, for each value of j, five formal expansions
Ek,j(z) =
∞∑
n=−∞
(−βreg z−5/5)n+δk,j
Γ(n + 1 + δk,j)
, k = 0, 1, . . . , 4 . (29)
of exp(−βreg z−5/5). Such expansions are but particular forms of the so called
Heaviside’s exponential series [12]
exp(t) ∼
∞∑
n=−∞
tn+δ
Γ(n + 1 + δ)
. (30)
For integer δ, it reduces to the familiar series expansion of the exponential
function. For any other value of δ, it is an asymptotic expansion whenever
| arg(t)| < pi. It becomes evident that, for any set of constants {Ck,j} (k =
0, 1, . . . , 4) satisfying the restriction
4∑
k=0
Ck,j =W[wj , wreg], (31)
one has from (26)
W[vj , vreg] ∼
4∑
k=0
Ck,j Ek,j(z). (32)
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By choosing for the δk,j in the expansions Ek,j the values
δk,j = (−νj − µ+ k)/5, (33)
a comparison of the resulting expansion in (32) with that in (27) can be done,
term by term. One obtains in this way
Ck,j
(−βreg/5)n+δk,j
Γ(n+ 1 + δk,j)
= γ
−5n−k,j , (34)
for any positive integer n. By substituting in (31) the values of Ck,j obtained
from (34) one has finally
W [wj, wreg] =
4∑
k=0
Γ(n + 1 + δk,j)
(
√
λ/5)n+δk,j
γ
−5n−k,j, (35)
with δk,j and γ−5n−k,j given, respectively, by (33) and (28).
The convergence of series of the type of that appearing in the right-hand
side of Eq. (28) was discussed in Ref. [11]. It is rather slow, namely, like
that of the series
∑
∞
m=0 2
−m/5. Consequently, a sufficiently precise arithmetic
should be used. The integer n in the right hand side of Eq. (35) can be chosen
arbitrarily with the only restriction n >
√
λ. In fact, a test of the procedure
is the necessary coincidence of the results obtained for different choices of n.
4 Results
We show in Fig. 1 the behavior of the values of ascatt obtained with our
method, for the particular case of s = 6, as the intensity λ of the potential
goes from 0 to 2500. Notice that we have represented, on the horizontal axis,
the values of
√
λ instead of those of λ. In his study of solvable potentials of
the Lennard-Jones type with exponents (2s− 2, s), Pade [6] has shown that
the difference of the values of the square root of the intensity corresponding
to two consecutive zeros or poles of ascatt is a constant, namely 2s − 4. In
the case of Figure 1, such difference is not exactly, but nearly a constant.
Similar graphics are obtained for other values of s in the potential (1). Nev-
ertheless, as far as the sign of the scattering length determines the attractive
or repulsive nature of the zero-range pseudopotential and, consequently, the
possibility of formation of Bose-Einstein condensates, the precise location of
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Figure 1: Scattering length for the Lennard-Jones potential, Eq. (1) with
s = 6, of intensity λ going from 0 to 2500.
the zeros and poles of ascatt is crucial. Moreover, as it is well known, a new
bound state arises whenever the increasing intensity of the potential coincides
with one of the poles. Our procedure allows to locate zeros and poles, by
requiring cancelation of the Wronskians W [w1, wreg] and W [w2, wreg] given
by Eq. (35), with a precision limited only by the number of digits carried in
the computation. We report, in Tables 1 and 2, a list of the first ten zeros
and poles of the scattering length for the potential (1) with s = 4, 6 and 7.
The approximate (exact in the case s = 7) constancy of the difference of
consecutive zeros or poles is manifest.
In order to facilitate the comparison of the values of the scattering length
for different exponents s, we give in Figure 2 a synoptic representation,
for s = 4, 6 and 7, of a variable related to the scattering length, namely
arctan(ascatt/r0), vs.
√
λ. Such a variable, that presents the advantage of be-
ing free of the singularities of ascatt, was already used by Ouerdane et al. [13]
to solve numerically the Riccati equation obeyed by the scattering length,
in the variable phase theory [14], when the potential is truncated at a large
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Table 1: Values of
√
λ corresponding to zeros of the scattering length of the
potential Eq. (1).
s = 4 s = 6 s = 7
1.135708 2.944907 4
4.281230 10.307414 14
7.627058 17.758560 24
10.991652 25.220363 34
14.361060 32.685259 44
17.732554 40.151469 54
21.105133 47.618360 64
24.478348 55.085650 74
27.851968 62.553194 84
31.225862 70.020910 94
Table 2: Values of
√
λ corresponding to poles of the scattering length of the
potential Eq. (1).
s = 4 s = 6 s = 7
2.650141 4.728696 6
5.949138 12.165518 16
9.308435 19.622908 26
12.675992 27.086171 36
16.046629 34.551611 46
19.418744 42.018080 56
22.791679 49.485114 66
26.165118 56.952491 76
29.538887 64.420092 86
32.912885 71.887847 96
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Figure 2: An alternative representation of the scattering length of the po-
tential Eq. (1), with different values of the exponent s, vs. the square root
of the intensity λ.
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distance.
As a consequence of the Pade’s study [6] and of ours, it seems plausible
to formulate the following conjecture: Given a potential
VLJ(r) =
h¯2λ
2mr20
((r0
r
)srep − (r0
r
)sattr)
, λ > 0, (36)
of the Lennard-Jones type with exponents srep > sattr > 3, let us denote
by λ0,n and λ∞,n (n = 0, 1, 2, . . .) the values of the intensity corresponding
respectively to zeros and poles of the scattering length. Then, one can write
the quasi-linear laws
√
λ0,n = A(srep, sattr)n+ B0,n(srep, sattr), (37)√
λ
∞,n = A(srep, sattr)n+ B∞,n(srep, sattr), (38)
where B0,n(srep, sattr) and B∞,n(srep, sattr) are nearly independent of n. In the
particular case srep = 2 sattr − 2, Pade [6] obtained
A(2 sattr − 2, sattr) = 2 sattr − 4, (39)
B0,n(2 sattr − 2, sattr) = sattr − 3, (40)
B
∞,n(2 sattr − 2, sattr) = sattr − 1. (41)
The dependence of A(srep, sattr) on its arguments is such that, keeping sattr
fixed, A diminishes as srep increases and, with fixed srep, A increases with
sattr.
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